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Who/When Theory Section

Shafir (1993) Reason based theory of choice
• Selection focuses on +ve features; rejection on negative features so can select and reject the same 

option!
• “rather than rank order options, as mandated by SEU, people look for reasons for their decisions”

3.2.2
Choosing and
rejecting 
options

Kahneman 
and Tversky 
(1979)

Prospect theory
• Descriptive model of decision making under risk
• Adapted version of SEU which addresses its limitations
• Two phases to choice process:

1. Decision problem represented, ‘negligible’ components optionally discarded and a reference 
point used to construe decisions as ‘gains’ or ‘losses’

2. Attitudes towards risks involving gains and losses used to evaluate the identified prospects
• Proposes that people evaluate decision outcomes in terms of gains or losses from a neutral 

reference point

4
Prospect 
theory



9 Evidence

Who/When WTD Findings Implications Method Section

Tvesrky 
(1969)

Violates transitivity 
axiom

2.3.1
Violations of 
transitivity

Edwards 
(1955)

2 gambles with equal EU
1: small P, large U
2: good P, small U

Prefer higher risk if small 
potential loss.
Averse to even low risk of high 
loss.

SEU doesn't predict 
choice between 
gambles.

3
Findings from 
behavioural decision 
research

Lichtenstein 
et al. (1969)

EU irrelevant to Ps even when 
carefully explained.

3
Findings from 
behavioural decision 
research

Slovic (1995) Preference reversal 
phenomenon

Different basis for 
choosing than for 
valuing.

3.1
The 'preference 
reversal 
phenomenon'

Tversky et al.
(1998)

Prominence effect
Choice task

Casualties Cost

A 570 $12M

B 500 $55

Matching task
Casualties Cost

A 570 $12M

B 500 ?

? lower in matching task

Attribute trade off different in 
choosing vs matching.

The most prominent 
attribute dominates 
choice as this makes a
task cognitively easier

3.2.1
The 'prominence 
effect'



Who/When WTD Findings Implications Method Section

Hsee (1998) Evaluability principle Dictionary Year Entries Defects

A 1993 10,000 Like new

B 1993 20,000 Cover torn

Evaluation of value
Single A > B
Joint   A < B

Entries hard to 
evaluate without 
comparator.
Defects evaluable in
isolation.

3.2.3
The 'evaluability 
principle'

Tversky & 
Kahneman 
(1981)

Framing effects
Same risky choice 
framed as
'Lives saved' 
(gain)/'Deaths' (loss)

When framed as a 'loss' rather than a 
'gain', the same risky option is more 
popular.

For loss, the 
reference point is 
defined by the 
present: nobody has
yet died.
Programme D more
attractive as 600 
deaths not 
substantially worse 
than 400,
and offers a chance 
that nobody will die.

4.2
'Framing' effects
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